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ABSTRACT

In mammalian cells, chromosomal replication starts
at thousands of origins at which replisomes are as-
sembled. Replicative stress triggers additional initi-
ation events from ‘dormant’ origins whose genomic
distribution and regulation are not well understood.
In this study, we have analyzed origin activity in
mouse embryonic stem cells in the absence or pres-
ence of mild replicative stress induced by aphidi-
colin, a DNA polymerase inhibitor, or by deregula-
tion of origin licensing factor CDC6. In both cases,
we observe that the majority of stress-responsive
origins are also active in a small fraction of the
cell population in a normal S phase, and stress in-
creases their frequency of activation. In a search for
the molecular determinants of origin efficiency, we
compared the genetic and epigenetic features of ori-
gins displaying different levels of activation, and inte-

grated their genomic positions in three-dimensional
chromatin interaction networks derived from high-
depth Hi-C and promoter-capture Hi-C data. We re-
port that origin efficiency is directly proportional to
the proximity to transcriptional start sites and to
the number of contacts established between origin-
containing chromatin fragments, supporting the or-
ganization of origins in higher-level DNA replication
factories.

INTRODUCTION

Replication origins are fundamental elements for genomic
stability, and their precise number, position and regulation
in different organisms has been subject to decades of inves-
tigation (1,2). Different approaches have been used to iden-
tify origins in mammalian cells at the genome-wide level,
including the isolation of ‘short nascent DNA strands’ (3–
9); capture and sequencing of origin-containing replication
‘bubbles’ (10); analysis of the strand distribution of Okazaki
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fragments (11,12); sequencing of newly-synthesized labeled
DNA (13–16); chromatin immunoprecipitation of origin-
binding proteins (17–20) and more recently, fluorescent
visualization of initiation sites in single DNA molecules
(21). Some of these approaches identify discrete initiation
sites (origins) while others detect broader initiation zones
(IZs) containing multiple origins. This apparent discrep-
ancy has led to frequent debates in the field, including
whether origin activation is purely deterministic (i.e. all cells
in a population activate a same set of biochemically pre-
determined origins) or include a stochastic component. In
the latter case, each cell in the population may use a dif-
ferent subset of potential origins located within larger IZs,
and the selection of one origin or another is regulated by
rules of probability. Regardless of the precise position and
mode of activation of initiation sites, genome duplication
follows a replication timing (RT) program that correlates
with large-scale chromatin folding and is needed to main-
tain the landscape of histone modifications through cell
division (22).

Studies that map initiation sites with high spatial resolu-
tion have revealed their frequent overlap with CpG islands
(CGI) and transcription start sites (TSS; 4,5,23), as well
as G-quadruplex (G4)-forming structures (24,25). While no
consensus sequence defines origin activity in mammalian
cells, many origins share a G-rich signature (7) and a short
(∼40 bp) region that is deficient in common single nu-
cleotide polymorphism variants and indels (26).

Pioneering work by J.H. Taylor (27) described how cells
artificially held in S phase increased the number of replica-
tion initiation sites. Since then, flexibility in origin usage has
been reported in different systems, including Drosophila
and mammalian cells (4,5,28,29). This flexibility is facili-
tated by the fact that initiator proteins ORC, CDC6, CDT1
and MCM2–7 ‘license’ many more origins than those ac-
tually needed to duplicate the genome. A large number of
origins apparently remain in a dormant state but have a
chance to become active in situations of replicative stress
(RS), when forks are slowed or stalled by DNA lesions,
collisions with the transcriptional machinery or other fac-
tors (30,31). The activation of dormant origins provides
a compensatory mechanism to complete genome duplica-
tion (32,33) and their relevance in vivo has been supported
by the characterization of mouse strains hypomorphic for
MCM2–7, which suffer from stem cell deficiencies, anemia
and cancer (34). On the other hand, the availability of extra
origins may pose a risk upon oncogenic stimuli that induce
promiscuous origin activity and increase the frequency of
collisions between replication and transcription forks (14).
A better understanding of these processes requires in-depth
information about the genomic positions and regulation of
‘regular’ versus stress-responsive origins.

Here, we have performed a comparative study of origin
activity in mouse embryonic stem cells (mESCs) under con-
ditions of mild RS that affects the frequency of activation
of most initiation sites. The stratification of origins in ac-
tivation efficiency groups and their integration into three-
dimensional (3D) networks of chromatin interaction offer
new insights about the elusive determinants of origin regu-
lation in mammalian cells.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell lines, culture and manipulations

TetO-CDC6 mESCs derived from TetO-CDC6 mice (35)
were cultured on 0.1% gelatin-coated plates in Dul-
becco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) with Ultra-
glutamine 1 and 4.5 g/l glucose (Lonza) supplemented
with 15% FBS (Sigma), 50 U/ml penicillin–50 mg/ml
streptomycin (Invitrogen), minimum essential medium non-
essential aminoacids (MEM NEA; Invitrogen), 100 �M 2-
mercaptoethanol (Invitrogen) and 103 U/ml ESGRO mLIF
medium supplement (Millipore). To induce CDC6 overex-
pression, 1 �g/ml doxycycline (dox, Sigma) was added to
the medium for 30 h. When indicated, mESCs were treated
with 0.5 �M aphidicolin (Sigma-Aldrich) for 2.5 h to induce
mild RS.

Flow cytometry

To monitor DNA content, cells were stained overnight with
50 �g/ml propidium iodide (PI; Sigma-Aldrich) in the pres-
ence of RNase A (10 �g/ml, Qiagen). In order to analyse
DNA synthesis, cells were pulse-labelled with 20 �M BrdU
for 30 min, trypsinized, washed in PBS and fixed with –20◦C
70% ethanol for 24 h. 2 M HCl was added for 20 min at
RT, before washing cells twice with PBS and incubating in
blocking solution (1% bovine serum albumin in PBS, 0.05%
Tween-20) for 15 min at RT. FITC-conjugated anti-BrdU
antibody (BD Biosciences Pharmigen) was added for 1 h at
37◦C. Samples were analyzed in a FACS Canto II cytometer
(Becton-Dickinson) and data was processed with FlowJo V
9.4 or V.10.1 (Three Star).

Whole cell extract preparation and immunoblots

Cells were harvested and resuspended in Laemmli sample
buffer (50 mM Tris–HCl pH 6.8, 10% glycerol, 3% SDS,
0.006% w/v bromophenol blue, 5% 2-mercaptoethanol) at
106 cells/ml. Extracts were sonicated for 30 s at 15% am-
plitude in a Branson Digital Sonifier. Standard protocols
were used for SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and
immunoblotting. Primary antibodies used in this study are
listed in Supplementary Table S5. Horseradish peroxidase
(HRP)-conjugated secondary antibodies (GE Healthcare)
and ECL developing reagent (Amersham Biosciencies) were
used.

Analysis of DNA replication in stretched DNA fibers

Cells were pulse-labelled sequentially with 50 �M CldU (20
min) and 250 �M IdU (20 min), harvested and resuspended
in PBS (0.5 × 106 cell/ml). 2 �l drops of cell suspension were
placed on microscope slides and lysed with 0.5% SDS, 0.2 M
Tris pH 7.4, 50 �M EDTA in 10 �l for 6 min at RT. Slides
were tilted 15◦C to spread DNA fibers, air-dried, fixed in
–20◦C methanol:acetic acid (3:1) for 2 min and stored at
4◦C overnight. Slides were then incubated in 2.5 M HCl
(30 min/RT) to denature DNA and washed (3×) in PBS.
Blocking solution (1% bovine serum albumin in PBS, 0.1%
Triton X-100) was added for 1 h at RT. Slides were incu-
bated with anti-CldU, IdU and ssDNA primary antibodies
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for 1 h at RT, washed and incubated with the corresponding
secondary antibodies for 30 min. Prolong mounting media
(Invitrogen) was used. Images were acquired in a DM6000 B
Leica microscope with an HCX PL APO 40×, 0.75 NA ob-
jective. Fork rate values were derived from the length of IdU
tracks, measured using ImageJ software, and a conversion
factor of 1 �m = 2.59 kb (36). >300 tracks were measured
per condition. The percentage of origins activated during
the first pulse (green-red-green tracks) was quantified rela-
tive to all replicative structures containing red signal. >500
total structures were scored in each case. Three biological
replicates of each experiment were performed.

Short nascent strand purification

For each assay, 108 growing cells were harvested and incu-
bated for 15 min in lysis buffer (0.5% SDS, 50 mM Tris pH
8.0, 10 mM EDTA,10 mM NaCl). 100 �g/ml Proteinase K
(Roche) was added and samples were incubated overnight
at 37◦C. DNA was isolated by standard phenol purification
and EtOH precipitation, resuspended in TE (10 mM Tris
pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA) supplemented with 0.1 U/�l RNAse-
OUT (Invitrogen), and stored at 4◦C for at least 48 h. Fol-
lowing heat denaturation (100◦C/10 min), DNA samples
were loaded onto 5–20% sucrose gradients and fractionated
according to size by centrifugation (SW-40Ti rotor; Beck-
man Coulter Optima L-100 XP; 20 h/ 78 000 rcf/20◦C) as
described (37). DNA from approximately 13 × 1-ml frac-
tions was precipitated with ethanol and analysed in 1%
alkaline agarose gel electrophoresis. Fractions 4–5, corre-
sponding to DNA fragments of 300–1500 nucleotides, were
selected. For each experiment, DNA samples were pooled
from two gradients.

DNA samples were treated with 100 U of T4 polynu-
cleotide kinase (PNK, Thermo Fisher) in the presence of
1 mM dATP (Roche) and 40 U of RNAseOUT (Thermo
Scientific) for 30 min at 37◦C. The PNK reaction was
stopped by the addition of 6.25 �g proteinase K, 0.125%
sarkosyl and 2.5 �M EDTA (30 min/37◦C). Samples were
heat-denatured (95◦C/5 min) and incubated o/n at 37◦C
with 150 U of �-exonuclease (�-exo; Thermo Scientific)
in the presence of 40 U of RNAseOUT. Reactions were
heat-inactivated (75◦C/10 min) and DNA was recovered by
EtOH precipitation. To increase the purity of SNS, three cy-
cles of PNK treatment and �-exo digestion were performed.
Each digestion step was controlled by adding 50 ng of lin-
earized pFRT-myc plasmid (provided by Dr. Susan Gerbi,
Brown University, USA) to 5% of the digestion reaction and
incubated in the same conditions. pFRT-myc contains two
G-quadruplex-forming sequences, reported to be digested
less efficiently by �-exo (38). Control �-exo reactions were
analysed in 1% agarose gels to confirm full digestion of
the plasmid. To control for SNS enrichment at the Mecp2
origin, qPCR reactions were performed in duplicates us-
ing ABI Prism 7900HT Detection System (Applied Biosys-
tems) and HotStarTaq DNA polymerase (Qiagen) accord-
ing to manufacturer’s instructions. Data was analysed in
Applied Biosystems Software SDS v2.4. Primer sequences
for Mecp2 origin and Mecp2 flanking region are indicated
in Supplementary Table S6.

SNS-Seq library preparation and high-throughput sequenc-
ing

RNA primers were removed from SNS molecules with
RNAse A/T1 Mix (Roche) for 60 min at 37◦C. 100 �g/ml
Proteinase K was added (30 min, 37◦C) and DNA was
extracted and precipitated. ssDNA was converted to ds-
DNA using 50 pmol of random hexamer primers phos-
phate (Roche) as described (39). Primer extension was per-
formed by incubation with 10 mM dNTPs (Roche) and 5
U exo- Klenow Fragment (New England Biolabs) for 1 h
at 37 C followed by incubation with 80 U of TaqDNA lig-
ase (New England Biolabs; 50 C/30 min). DNA was ex-
tracted, precipitated and resuspended in TE. For the input
sample, 4 × 107 mESCs were lysed in 1% SDS, 50 mM Tris–
HCl pH 8.0, 10 mM EDTA (2 × 107 cell/ml) and soni-
cated in a Bioruptor device (Diagenode) for 25 min at 30
s intervals. DNA was extracted with phenol/chloroform,
ethanol-precipitated and resuspended in 0.5× TE. DNA li-
braries were prepared at the Fundación Parque Cientı́fico
de Madrid (FPCM) using NEBNext® Ultra™ II DNA Li-
brary Prep Kit for Illumina (New England Biolabs) and pu-
rified with Agencourt AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coul-
ter). Each library was sequenced using single-end 75 bp
reads (120–140 × 106 reads per sample) in a NextSeq500
System (Illumina).

SNS-seq data analysis

The quality of sequencing reads was analysed with FastQC
(www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/).
Short sequences, adaptor sequences and read duplicates
were removed. Reads were analysed with the RUbioSeq
pipeline v3.8. (40) using SAMtools v0.1.19 (41), Picard
tools v1.107 (broadinstitute.github.io/picard/), MACS
v2.0.10 (42) and the GRCm38/mm10 mouse reference
genome. When MACS was used, peak calling was per-
formed vs input. When the Picard algorithm (4) was
used, genome segmentation was based on RT data that
accurately matches the read coverage differences between
segments. Common peaks were obtained using BedTools
v2.23.0 (43) with parameters: -f 0.1 -r -wa –u. For common
peaks between MACS and Picard the genomic coordinates
defined by Picard were used in additional analyses. Peaks
located on chromosome Y were excluded from the analysis.
The SNS-seq WT I dataset, taken from (6), was generated
in parallel to all other SNS-seq samples, which were specif-
ically designed for this study. Read distribution around
peak centers was generated using seqMINER v1.3.3e. Low-
mappability regions were identified using the scan quantile
peak-calling algorithm (4) on a sequenced genomic DNA
input, with the same parameters set for the SNS-seq sam-
ples. The resulting peaks, as well as the small gaps present
in the genome segmentation needed for peak-calling, were
marked as non-mappable regions (ShadeAreas files at
github.com/VeraPancaldiLab/RepOri3D). Subtelomeric
and pericentromeric regions from the UCSC database
telomere annotation were extended by visual inspection in
the browser and added to the list of non-mappable regions.
Origin clustering was done using SeqMINER (44) for
each condition independently, using both replicates for
calculating the clusters. Default options were used except

http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/
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for the number of clusters, which was empirically set to
6 as it gave clusters with comparable profiles in the three
conditions.

Correlation with epigenomic features and chromatin states

Genomic coordinates of origins were converted from mm10
to mm9 genome assembly with LiftOver (https://genome.
ucsc.edu/util.html). Origins were intersected with the ge-
nomic features indicated in Supplementary Table S7 or with
a set of previously compiled epigenomic features (45). Each
epigenomic feature dataset was ‘discretized’ in 200 bp win-
dows: the presence of a given mark within a 200 bp window
was scored as 1, and its absence as 0. The overlap between
origin fragments and the genomic windows was calculated
using findOverlaps in the GenomicRanges R package. The
number of origins overlapping with each feature was cal-
culated for the experimental sets of origins and for 1,000
sets of origins randomly shuffled along the genome (exclud-
ing low-mappability regions). The enrichment of origins at
any particular feature was calculated as the ratio between
the number of origins overlapping the feature and the me-
dian of all randomizations, and significance was calculated
with empirical P-values. In the calculations of origin en-
richment at chromatin states, some of the 20 states defined
in (45) corresponding to similar chromatin functions were
merged according to the indicated definitions (Supplemen-
tary Table S8). Overlap of origins with initiation zones and
initiation sites from (5) was calculated using the tables in
GEO GSE68347. Replication timing was assigned to repli-
cation origins based on their overlap with available RT data
in mESCs (46).

Analysis of origin efficiency

In each sample, the efficiency of each individual origin was
determined following three steps: (i) the read coverage in
each origin, defined as the sum of reads covering each nu-
cleotide (i.e. the sum of per base read depths) of the ori-
gin, was calculated using samtools function bedcov with
default parameters. This analysis was done after downsam-
pling every dataset to the lowest coverage obtained (APH-
I). Down-samplings were performed a total of 10 times, and
the median coverage was determined for each origin; (ii)
background was calculated for each sample as the coverage
of a similar number of randomized genomic fragments of
the same length as ‘called’ origins, but forced not to over-
lap with them. After 100 such randomizations, a function
of median background noise for each origin length was cal-
culated. The estimated background noise for each origin
was subtracted from the initial values; (iii) background-
corrected values were normalized dividing by the length
of the origin. Finally, mean efficiencies of origins from bi-
ological replicates were calculated as an average of effi-
ciency between the two replicates. To calculate the distri-
bution of origins across efficiency quantiles, the efficiency
of all merged origins was calculated and split into deciles.
Next, the proportion of origins falling into each quan-
tile was calculated separately for common or responsive
origins.

Simulated origin sets

Simulated sets of origins were obtained by relocating all
origins in a different position choosing from the whole
genome, excluding low-mappability regions. For the TSS
distance-preserving simulated sets used in the network anal-
ysis, origins were placed at random genomic positions but
maintaining the same distance from a TSS as the real
ones. In this process, some candidate random origins were
placed at new locations with the correct distance from
the target TSS, but accidentally closer to another TSS.
These candidate random origins were discarded and ran-
domized again. If after 1000 randomization attempts, some
origins (always <2%) still failed to match the random-
ization criteria, the distance from the TSS was progres-
sively increased until these origins were successfully relo-
cated. Randomizations preserving TSS and gene expression
levels were done similarly to the randomizations preserv-
ing TSS, but allowing the origins to be located only close
to genes with a similar gene expression, calculated using
mESC data from datasets GSM2533843 and GSM2533844
(47). Genes were classified by their mean expression levels
into 5 groups by cutting at 0.1, 1, 5 and 20 fpkm, and ori-
gins were relocated randomly close to a random gene of the
group of genes with similar expression, preserving the dis-
tance to the closest TSS. Custom scripts can be found at
https://github.com/VeraPancaldiLab/RepOri3D. Ten simu-
lated origin sets were generated from each WT dataset repli-
cate, for a total of 20 simulated sets.

Origin integration with chromatin interaction maps

The Virtual Origin Capture Hi-C network was generated
from high depth Hi-C data (47). Bins of the Hi-C contact
matrix at 5 kb resolution that contained WT origins were
identified. All contacts involving these bins with a score >25
were extracted to generate a network of origin-origin con-
tacts. The average efficiency over the Hi-C fragment con-
taining the origin was calculated in each dataset (WT,
APH, CDC6). In order to derive A- and B-compartment
subnetworks, network nodes were assigned to A/B chro-
matin compartments according to (47). The Virtual Pro-
moter Capture Hi-C was generated from the same Hi-C
contact map by extracting 5 kb bins that overlapped with
annotated TSSs. The average efficiency of each promoter-
containing bin was calculated. The Promoter-Capture Hi-
C (48) contact map was processed using the CHiCAGO
pipeline, which identifies significant 3D contacts starting
from the raw Capture Hi-C data (49). To define a TAD net-
work, edges were established between pairs of TADs (47)
when both included origins that interacted with each other.
The efficiency value for each TAD was calculated as the av-
erage efficiency of the origins included in it.

Network analysis and RT data

All network correlative analyses between degree, efficiency
and RT were performed using the igraph package in R
(www.igraph.org). Efficiency and RT features were mapped
onto the contact networks using ChAseR as described (50).

https://genome.ucsc.edu/util.html
https://github.com/VeraPancaldiLab/RepOri3D
http://www.igraph.org
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TAD definitions were taken from (47). Networks were vi-
sualised using Cytoscape. RT data for mESC cell lines
was downloaded from https://www2.replicationdomain.
com/ (Accession Int52769503).

Assortativity analysis and randomizations

Assortativity of Origin Efficiency (OriEfAs) was estimated
using Chromatin Assortativity (ChAs; (51)) as calculated by
the ChAseR package (50). OriEfAs is defined as the Pearson
correlation coefficient of the efficiency of an origin across all
pairs of nodes connected with each other in a specific net-
work. ChAs for a particular feature is analyzed in relation
to the abundance of said feature. For example, if a partic-
ular mark is found in the majority of the fragments in the
network, its localization in specific areas of the network can-
not be observed and the value of ChAs will be low. On the
contrary, if a certain feature is detected only in a small sub-
set of fragments, but these fragments interact preferentially
with each other, ChAs will be high. For this reason ChAs
should be evaluated against an expected value that can be
obtained by randomizing the association of each node to a
specific feature value, while preserving the frequency distri-
bution of the features across the nodes in the randomiza-
tions. When domains of a specific feature span more than
one fragment along the chromosome, high values of ChAs
may only reflect the higher probability of 3D contact for
regions that are close in 1D. Using the ChAseR randomiza-
tion strategy, which preserves the distribution of distances
spanned in the network contacts, we can estimate how much
the ChAs value is dependent on the contacts between non-
adjacent regions along the genome. Z-scores are calculated
as the number of standard deviations between the experi-
mental value and the mean of the randomizations, estimat-
ing the significance of the ChAs values observed as com-
pared to expectations based on purely 1D correlations.

Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses relative to the wet-lab experiments were
performed using Prism v4.0 (GraphPad Software) or Mi-
crosoft Excel v15.38. For comparison of two data groups,
two-tailed paired Student’s t-test was used. In the analysis of
fork rate in stretched DNA fibers, a nonparametric Mann–
Whitney rank sum test was used. To statistically assess the
overlap between origins and genomic features (or chromatin
marks), we compared the number of overlaps between ori-
gins and features to the number of overlaps calculated af-
ter random re-localization of the origins in the genome
(1000 randomizations). Empirical p-values were obtained
as (r + 1)/(n + 1), where n is the number of randomizations
and r is the number of randomizations that produce a test
statistic greater than or equal to that calculated for the real
data. Statistical analyses for the computational part were
performed using R. Scripts and R notebooks can be found
at https://github.com/VeraPancaldiLab/RepOri3D.

RESULTS

Mapping mESC replication origins under stress

To identify replication initiation sites in mESCs with high
resolution, we used deep sequencing of short nascent

strands (SNS-Seq; Supplementary Figure S1A), a method
that has yielded reproducible results in many laboratories.
SNS-Seq was performed in normal cell growth conditions
(hereafter referred to as WT) or in two experimental set-
tings that enhance origin activity: (i) exposure to aphidi-
colin (APH), a DNA polymerase inhibitor; (ii) ectopic ex-
pression of CDC6, a limiting factor for origin licensing and
activation (35,52,53). APH induces RS by slowing down
replication forks and triggering the activation of extra ori-
gins as a compensatory mechanism. In turn, CDC6 overex-
pression aims at enhancing origin activity directly, with sub-
sequent fork slowdown caused by reduced dNTP availabil-
ity (Figure 1A; (54)). In the experimental conditions used,
both APH treatment and CDC6 overexpression increased
origin usage and slowed down forks without preventing
overall DNA synthesis, inducing extensive DNA damage
or causing detectable DNA re-replication (Supplementary
Figure S1B–D). Two replicates of the SNS-Seq assay were
performed for each condition. The quality of SNS prepa-
rations was monitored by controlling the completeness of
lambda-exonuclease (�-exo) digestion, a necessary step to
eliminate false positives caused by broken DNA ((37); Sup-
plementary Figure S1E), and by confirming the enrichment
at a known origin relative to its flanking region ((23); Sup-
plementary Figure S1F).

Two independent methods were used to analyze SNS pro-
files: MACS, a ChIP-Seq tool that has been applied before
to SNS-Seq data (29), and a dedicated algorithm optimized
for SNS-Seq (4) that also takes into account local coverage
heterogeneities (Figure 1A-B). The total number of peaks
was in the range of 71 435–94 747 for MACS and 41 376–94
893 with the Picard algorithm (Supplementary Table S1). A
visual inspection of the genome browser revealed essentially
flat profiles of SNS-Seq reads in sonicated genomic DNA or
in a DNA sample treated with RNAse prior to l-exo diges-
tion, generated in a previous work ((5); Figure 1B, last two
rows). Reproducibility between biological replicates was as-
sessed by pairwise correlation of origin number per genomic
segment, and by the distribution of SNS-seq reads for both
replicates around the peak centers of one of them (Supple-
mentary Figure S1G). To minimize the influence of tech-
nical variability in subsequent analyses, only those peaks
called by both algorithms in the two replicate assays were
included in the origin datasets. With these stringent crite-
ria, 20 174; 31 685 and 31 402 active origins were defined in
WT, APH and CDC6 conditions, respectively. Their charac-
teristics in terms of size, replication timing and overlap with
previous origin maps defined by SNS-seq in mESCs (5) are
summarized in Supplementary Table S2.

Genetic and epigenetic features of mESC replication origins

In the three datasets (WT, APH and CDC6), initiation sites
were found both within gene bodies and at intergenic lo-
cations. However, their overlap with CpG islands (CGIs),
transcriptional start sites (TSS) and exons occurred with
much higher frequency than expected if origins were ran-
domly distributed along the genome, in agreement with pre-
vious studies (Figure 1C, top). Origin localization analysis
at ‘chromatin states’ defined by specific combinations of epi-
genetic features (45,55) revealed a high enrichment at en-

https://www2.replicationdomain.com/
https://github.com/VeraPancaldiLab/RepOri3D
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Figure 1. Genome-wide mapping and features of mESC replication origins in normal and stress conditions. (A) Schematic of the experimental approach. (B)
Genome browser image showing read density tracks in a representative fragment of chromosome 19 from two SNS-Seq replicates in control mESCs (WT),
mESCs treated with aphidicolin (APH) and mESCs after CDC6 overexpression (CDC6). Vertical dashes indicate the positions of peaks called by MACS
(M) and Picard (P) algorithms. Bottom tracks correspond to SNS-seq reads from sonicated genomic DNA (gDNA) and a control DNA sample treated
with RNAse before l-exo digestion from (5). Sequencing coverage for the control gDNA was approximately 2.5× of the mm10 genome annotation. See
also Supplementary Figure S1. (C) Enrichment of WT, APH, and CDC6 origins at the indicated genomic features (top panel) or chromatin states (bottom
panel), relative to randomized controls. Enrichments were calculated as the log2 ratio between observed and expected origins overlapping with a feature, the
expected value being the median of overlapping origins across randomizations. All enrichments were significant at P < 0.001 (permutation test). CGI, CpG
island; TSS, transcription start site; TTS, transcription termination site. Other abbreviations: interg(enic), enhanc(er), activ(e) or bival(ent) prom(oter);
elong(ation), insul(ator), repr(essed), (heter)ochromatin. More detailed analyses are shown in Supplementary Figure S2. (D) Heat maps showing the
distribution of WT, APH or CDC6 SNS-seq reads from experimental replicates I and II within a 10 kb window centered at the origin summit defined by
the Picard algorithm. Origins at each dataset were classified in 6 groups by unsupervised clustering analysis of SNS reads distribution (C1–C6). See also
Supplementary Figure S3.
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hancers, promoters (active and bivalent) and the Polycomb-
repressed state. In contrast, heterochromatin and the ‘tran-
scriptional elongation’ state contained origins with lower
frequency than expected from a random origin distribution
(Figure 1C, bottom). The co-localization of origin sets with
individual chromatin proteins is shown in Supplementary
Figure S2.

The structural patterns of SNS reads and their asso-
ciations with genomic features have been used to stratify
mESC origins in different classes (5). Unsupervised cluster-
ing analysis of read density distribution around peak cen-
ters (10 Kb window) defined six comparable origin classes
at WT, APH and CDC6 datasets (C1-C6; Figure 1D, Sup-
plementary Figure S3A, Table S3). C1, the largest one, pre-
dominantly corresponds to intergenic origins with a mod-
est enrichment in specific epigenetic signatures (Supplemen-
tary Figure S3B). This is in agreement with the previous
finding that > 40% of mESC origins are isolated peaks
with low density of SNS reads (5). Classes C3–C5 displayed
higher levels of SNS reads per origin and were enriched
in genomic locations associated with transcriptional initi-
ation. C2 comprises an intermediate category between C1
and C3–C5, in terms of their enrichment at SNS and epi-
genetic signatures, and C6 includes more diffuse initiation
sites and were mainly enriched at enhancer elements. While
overall origin clustering was similar in the three datasets,
SNS abundance was increased in APH or CDC6 datasets
relative to WT, particularly in classes C2, C4 and C5 (Sup-
plementary Figure S3C).

Stress-responsive origins are also active in the unchallenged S
phase

The intersections between WT, APH and CDC6 datasets re-
vealed a subset of almost 12 000 origins identified in all con-
ditions, which we termed ‘common’ (COMM). Two large
(>17,000) groups of origins were apparently responsive to
aphidicolin (APH-R) or CDC6 (CDC6-R), with almost half
of them (>8200) responding to both stimuli (APH + CDC6-
R; Figure 2A). However, when sequencing reads were in-
spected in a genome browser, the majority of positions cor-
responding to responsive origins also displayed some SNS
enrichment in WT cells, and many of them were scored as
active origins by one of the two peak-calling algorithms in at
least one of the WT replicates (Figure 2B). Heatmap repre-
sentation of WT SNS-Seq reads around APH-R or CDC6-
R peak centers confirmed that APH- or CDC6-responsive
origins were partially active in untreated conditions (Figure
2C). Responsive origins tend to be shorter in terms of peak
width and later-replicating than COMM origins (Supple-
mentary Table S2), suggesting different genomic character-
istics that regulate their activation.

The activation efficiency of origins is proportional to the
density of SNS reads in each peak (normalized SNS-Seq
counts by peak length; (28,29,56)). When origins were clas-
sified in 10 quantiles, from the least active (Q1) to the most
active (Q10); Figure 2D), the majority (>70%) of COMM
origins were included in the three most-efficient quantiles,
resembling the distribution of initiation events reported in
non-transformed human cells (7). In contrast, origins in the
APH-R, CDC6-R and APH + CDC6-R subsets displayed

a broader distribution that covered the whole range of effi-
ciencies (Figure 2E). An alternative estimation of activation
efficiency, based on total SNS counts relative to sequenc-
ing coverage, yielded similar results (Supplementary Fig-
ure S4A, B), ruling out possible biases due to differences
in peak size. Combined, these results suggest that mESC
COMM origins correspond to higher-efficiency initiation
sites irrespectively of RS, whereas responsive origins corre-
spond to initiation sites already used in the unchallenged
S phase, which become active in a higher proportion of
cells upon stress. In agreement with this interpretation, effi-
cient COMM origins co-localize with CGIs, TSS, exons, en-
hancers, active and poised promoters with higher frequency
than stress-responsive origins (Figure 2F).

RS increases the frequency of origin activation

To investigate how the frequency of activation of individ-
ual origins is regulated, we first checked the genetic and
epigenetic signatures of WT origins stratified according to
their efficiency (for graphical simplicity, only four efficiency
quartiles were used). As anticipated in earlier studies (23),
direct correlations were observed between origin efficiency
and features of active transcription and chromatin (Figure
3A). Origin efficiency strongly correlated with the proxim-
ity to the nearest TSS (Figure 3B), and this effect becomes
more pronounced for TSSs driving higher levels of gene ex-
pression (Figure 3C). Direct correlations were also observed
between origin efficiency and several epigenetic marks, in-
cluding activating histone modifications H3K9ac, H3K4me
as well as histone variant H2A.Z (Supplementary Figure
S4C). These analyses underscore the predictive value of ac-
tive transcription initiation sites for origin specification and
support the notion that the open chromatin environment
associated with transcriptional competence contributes to
the recruitment of origin-activating proteins.

We next measured the extent of initiation activity at each
origin in the different experimental conditions by pairwise
comparisons of the averaged ratios of normalized sequenc-
ing reads per peak. When comparing origin efficiency in
APH versus WT, or CDC6 versus WT conditions, the dis-
tribution of origins deviated from the diagonal slope, in-
dicating that most origins increase their activity upon RS.
Furthermore, density plots showed that the vast majority
of origins categorized as responsive were indeed preferen-
tially activated under RS conditions (colored dots in Figure
3D and E; 95% and 93% of APH-R and CDC6-R origins
located above the diagonal, respectively). In these pairwise
comparisons, some efficiency differences were observed be-
tween the two WT replicates, and to a lesser extent, between
the two CDC6 replicates, which we attribute to experimen-
tal variability (Supplementary Figure S5A). Despite this
fact, the increase in efficiency in APH-R and CDC6-R ori-
gins was unequivocally observed when they were compared
against each one of the individual WT replicates (Supple-
mentary Figure S5B and C).

Consistent with the distribution shown in Figure 2E, the
range of efficiency values of COMM origins (calculated for
each origin as the average of the three experimental condi-
tions) was higher than that of APH-R and CDC6-R origins
(Figure 3F). Indeed, the median efficiency of COMM ori-
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Figure 2. Stress-responsive origins are also active in control conditions. (A) Venn diagram of origin subsets, determined by intersections of WT, APH
and CDC6 datasets. (B) Genome browser examples of stress-responsive origins. (C) Heatmap representation of the distribution of SNS-seq reads for the
indicated experimental replicates around APH-R, CDC6-R or randomised peak centres (bottom panels). (D) Box-plot showing the average efficiency,
divided into 10 quantiles of merged WT, APH and CDC6 origins, ranging from the 10% with lowest averaged efficiency (Q1) to the 10% with highest
averaged efficiency (Q10). The horizontal line within each boxplot represents the median, whereas the lower bound of the box defines the first quartile and
the upper bound of the box defines the third quartile. Bottom and top of the whiskers represent minimum and maximum numbers respectively for each
boxplot excluding outliers, which are not represented. See also Supplementary Figure S4A for a similar analysis applying a different method to calculate
origin efficiency. (E) Distribution of COMM, APH-R, CDC6-R and APH + CDC6-R origins across the efficiency quantiles. See also Supplementary
Figure S4B. (F) Enrichment of COMM and responsive origins at the indicated genomic features (left) and chromatin states (right), relative to randomized
controls. Enrichments and abbreviated labels are as in Figure 1C. All enrichments were significant at P < 0.001 unless indicated with n.s. (not significant,
permutation test).
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Figure 3. Increased activation of pre-existing origins upon stress. (A) Enrichment of WT origins, distributed in quartiles according to their efficiencies, with
genomic features (left) and chromatin states (right), relative to randomized controls. Enrichment calculations and abbreviated labels are as in Figure 1C.
Quartile efficiency values: Q1 = [2.1–5.1], Q2 = (5.1–6.5], Q3 = (6.5–8.8], Q4 = (8.8–29.3]. All enrichments were significant at P < 0.001 unless indicated
with n.s. (not significant, permutation test). (B) Box plots showing the distances to the nearest TSS of efficiency-stratified WT origin datasets. Quartile
efficiencies are the same as in (A). A significant negative correlation between origin efficiency and distance to TSS was observed. Pearson’s correlation
coefficient r = 0.24, P-value 6.8e-258. (C) Box plots showing the efficiency of WT origins grouped according to their distance to the closest TSS for six
different gene expression levels (fpkm: fragments per kb of transcript per million mapped reads). Pearson’s correlation coefficient and P-values as follows:
r = –0.13, P = 5.21e-06 in [0,0]; r = –0.15, P = 1.56e-21 in (0,0.1]; r = –0.28, P = 3.37e-72 in (0.1,1]; r = –0.28, P = 1.36e-79 in (1,5]; r = –0.28, P = 2.62e-
78 in (5,20]; r = –0.31, P = 1.87e-54 in (20,3.7e + 03]. The width of the box is proportional to the square-root of the number of observations in the
groups. (D) Density plots comparing origin efficiency in APH versus WT conditions. APH-R origins are highlighted in red. The percentages of responsive
origins located above or below the diagonal are indicated. (E) Same as (D), comparing origin efficiency in CDC6 versus WT conditions. CDC6-R origins
highlighted in blue. See also Supplementary Figure S5B and C for pairwise comparisons of APH or CDC6 versus individual WT replicates. (F) Box plots
showing the efficiencies of common and stress-responsive origins. Statistical significance (Student’s t-test): COMM versus APH-R, P = 3.7e-86; COMM
versus CDC6-R, P = 9.0e-307; COMM versus APH + CDC6-R, P = 0.26 (n.s.). (G) Efficiencies of common origins in WT, APH and CDC6 datasets. The
efficiencies of randomized equivalent sets are also shown (dashed boxes). Statistical significance (Student’s t-test): all comparisons (WT versus APH, WT
versus CDC6, WT versus any randomization) were statistically significant with P < 10e-16.
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gins was higher in APH or CDC6 conditions relative to WT
cells (1.2-fold and 1.18-fold, respectively; differences signifi-
cant at P < 10−16; Figure 3G). Conversely, origins located at
responsive positions displayed lower efficiency in WT cells
than upon APH or CDC6 stimuli (Supplementary Figure
S5D and E). No differences in efficiency were observed in
equivalent sets of randomized genomic positions mimicking
origins (Supplementary Figure S5D and E). These analyses
confirm that responsive origins correspond to actual initia-
tion sites that become activated with higher frequency un-
der stress conditions.

Chromatin connectivity correlates with origin efficiency
and RT

The execution of the temporal program of DNA replica-
tion is intrinsically connected to the 3D organization of
the genome (57). To provide three-dimensional context,
the origin datasets defined in this study were integrated
into chromatin contact maps represented as networks in
which chromatin fragments are ‘nodes’ and experimentally-
determined interactions between them are represented as
‘edges’ (Figure 4A–D; (58–61)). We selected the most com-
prehensive Hi-C dataset available for mESCs (47) and de-
rived a virtual origin-capture Hi-C network (VOCHi-C) by
extracting those fragments that contained at least one ori-
gin in the WT dataset (Figure 4A). The nodes of VOCHi-C
were defined as 5 kb regions surrounding the origin mid-
point and their interaction scores were extracted from the
Hi-C matrix. VOCHi-C contained 20 067 nodes, includ-
ing >99% of the experimentally identified WT origins, and
786 101 connections between them (see Supplementary File
1 for network details). Increasing the window size of origin-
containing fragments to 10 or 25 kb did not change the
number of nodes, but increased the number of edges 1.5-
and 2.3-fold, respectively.

To investigate the relationship between origin efficiency
and VOCHi-C network properties, averaged efficiencies
between WT replicates were assigned to each origin-
containing node (Figure 4E; Materials and Methods). The 5
kb-resolution VOCHi-C network from chromosome 1 with
the corresponding efficiency values is shown in Figure 4F.
Note that this graphical representation does not indicate the
actual positions of chromatin fragments within the nucleus,
but the network of interactions established between origin-
containing fragments in the cell population. This represen-
tation illustrates that most of the origins reside in large con-
nected components linked by multiple interactions, rather
than forming small separated clusters. A similar organi-
zation was found in all chromosomes (not shown). Visual
examination of this network (Figure 4F, inset) suggested
that larger nodes (i.e. those that establish more connections)
displayed higher efficiency. In network theory, the number
of connections established by a node with other nodes is
referred to as ‘degree’. A strong positive correlation was
observed between node degree and origin efficiency in the
whole VOCHi-C network (Figure 4G). This result indicates
that origins located at more connected nodes (hubs) are
activated more frequently in the population. This correla-
tion was also detected when the nodes containing promot-

ers were depleted from the VOCHi-C network (Figure 4H),
indicating that the higher efficiency of origin hubs is not
solely explained by the higher connectivity of promoters in
the network. Similar analyses increasing the window size
of chromatin-containing origins yielded comparable results
(Supplementary Figure S6A and B). As expected, highly ef-
ficient COMM origins displayed higher degree than the rest
of WT origins (Figure 4I).

Higher origin density and efficiency has been reported in
early-replicating chromosomal domains (5,7,28,39). Cross-
analyses of WT origins stratified by efficiency with available
mESC RT data (46) confirmed that more efficient origins
tend to be early-replicating (Supplementary Figure S7A
and B). Therefore, a positive correlation between origin
connectivity and RT can be predicted. Indeed, origins lo-
cated at nodes with higher degree displayed earlier RT than
the rest (Supplementary Figure S7C). Taken together, these
results indicate that origins at highly connected nodes tend
to activate early in S-phase and display higher efficiency in
the cell population.

Origin efficiency is assortative in chromatin interaction net-
works

Representing chromatin contacts as networks enables the
use of specific analysis tools such as chromatin assorta-
tivity (ChAs) to study spatial patterns of interacting ori-
gins within the network (50,51). ChAs is a correlation co-
efficient, ranging between –1 and 1, measuring the extent
to which the value of a given feature of a chromatin frag-
ment is correlated with the values of the same feature in
the fragments that interact with it. ChAs thus indicates the
presence of preferential contacts between chromatin frag-
ments with similar values of a specific feature (Figure 5A).
In the context of this study, assortativity of origin effi-
ciency (OriEfAs) can be used to reveal the tendency of ori-
gins located in interacting chromatin fragments to fire with
similar efficiencies. Positive OriEfAs values were detected
for WT, CDC6, APH and COMM origins in the VOCHi-
C network (full small circles in Figure 5B). In each case,
OriEfAs values (0.09–0.14 range) were significantly higher
than OriEfAs values produced by computational random-
ization of the networks that preserved the distributions
of linear distances between interacting fragments and the
number of origins (empty large circles; range 0.031–0.035
for WT). Z-scores, used to estimate OriEfAs significance
(Methods), were in the 69–117 range. In addition, OriEfAs
was almost negligible in simulated sets of origin positions,
even when the distance to the nearest TSS and the level of
expression of the corresponding gene were preserved (full
purple circle, overlapping with larger empty purple circles;
OriEfAs range 0.006–0.013; Z-score ∼8). These results in-
dicate that origins that interact with each other have a sta-
tistically significant tendency to be activated with similar
efficiency.

Given the strong correlation between the efficiency
of origins and their proximity to TSSs (Figure 3A–C),
OriEfAs was also tested in a Virtual Promoter-Capture Hi-
C (VPCHi-C) network generated by selecting chromatin
contacts between annotated TSS regions of the genome.
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VOCHi-C VOCHi-C exc prom

WT-nonCOMM

Figure 4. A Virtual Origin Capture Hi-C network (VOCHi-C). (A) Juicebox browser view of Hi-C contact map at 5 kb resolution for ESCs (47) of a
representative region in chromosome 13. WT-I SNS-seq track and the corresponding peaks called by MACS algorithm are shown. (B) Schematic showing
the identification of origins and extraction of their contacts from Hi-C data. Chromatin fragments containing origins (nodes) were coloured in green, blue
and purple. Contacts (edges) were numbered to facilitate the location of a particular interaction between two origins. The inset shows possible chromatin
folding of the Hi-C region in the example. (C) Representation of identified contacts between origins (top) and SNS-seq read peaks at the corresponding ori-
gins (bottom). (D) Resulting network representation: nodes are origins and edges (connections) indicate that origins reside in fragments that contact each
other in the Hi-C data. (E) Schematic showing the integration of Hi-C chromatin contact data with replication origin efficiency signal and their represen-
tation in a network. Node size is proportional to the number of contacts with other nodes, while node colour reflects the efficiency value. (F) Illustration of
VOCHi-C network (chromosome 1; 5 kb resolution), prepared as indicated in (E). For visualization purposes, only connections with score >50 are shown.
In the left panel, all network edges are represented in grey lines. In the right inset, the edges stablished by a single, highly-connected node are indicated
in black. (G) Correlation between node degree and origin efficiency in the whole VOCHi-C network. WT origins were stratified in quartiles according
to their efficiencies: Q1 = [0.0–0.9], Q2 = (0.9–1.6], Q3 = (1.6–2.7], Q4 = (2.7–12.6]. Pearson’s R = 0.35, P < 10−16. See also Supplementary Figure S6.
(H) Correlation of node degree and WT origins efficiency in a promoter-depleted network (VOCHi-C exc prom). Origins were stratified in quartiles as in
(G). Pearson’s R = 0.33, P < 10−16. (I) Boxplot showing the distribution of node degrees in COMM and WT-non common origins. The mean number of
connections of each COMM origin is 1.41-fold higher than the number of connections of each WT-non common origin (P < 10−16 Wilcoxon).
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Figure 5. Origin efficiency is assortative in chromatin interaction networks. (A) Left, schematic of OriEfAs definition: positive OriEfAs indicates that
origins of similar efficiency (colour) tend to interact with each other. Right, fragment of VOCHi-C network with nodes coloured by efficiency. Nodes with
a black border denote COMM origins. Node size is proportional to its degree (number of connections). (B) OriEfAs in the VOCHi-C network. Filled small
circles represent OriEfAs values for the indicated datasets. Colored large empty circles represent assortativity values for distance-preserving randomizations
of the networks (Methods). Numbers at the bottom indicate the OriEfAs Z-scores values at each dataset, which estimate how different experimental values
are from those expected at random. Purple circles represent assortativity values for simulated sets of origin positions and their respective randomizations,
matching the distances to the closest TSS and expression values of the corresponding gene. For clarity, only one representative set of simulated origins
is shown, out of 20 simulations. (C) Illustration of VPCHi-C network (chromosome 1) with node color representing origin efficiencies. White circles
represent promoter nodes not containing an origin. Node size is proportional to node degree. The right blow-up section shows a subcluster of particularly
interconnected nodes. (D) OriEfAs in VPCHi-C network. All symbols as in (B). One representative set of simulated origins (out of 20) is shown.

VPCHi-C nodes were defined as 5 kb regions surrounding
the TSS and the interactions between them were extracted
from the Hi-C matrix. VPCHi-C comprises 22 711 nodes
and 841 869 edges, and it includes 40% of the origins in the
WT dataset (Supplementary File 1). Node efficiencies were
calculated as the average efficiency of origins within each
fragment (Methods; Figure 5C). OriEfAs was significant in
VPCHi-C for all origin datasets, including a combined set
of all detected origins (ALL-ORI; OriEfAs range: 0.052–
0.095, Z-scores 36–64; Figure 5D).

Common features of origins interacting across short- and
long-range distances

The linear distance between interacting origins in VOCHi-
C covered a broad range (<5 kb to 181 Mb; mean 25.9
Mb), with 94% of them spanning >1 Mb and 64% of them
spanning >10 Mb. These predominantly long-range con-
tacts imply that the majority of inter-origin interactions
were detected across different topologically associated do-
mains (TADs; green line in Supplementary Figure S8A). A
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similar distribution was observed in the VPCHi-C network
(Supplementary Figure S8B).

To analyze the properties of shorter-range origin connec-
tivity networks, we used an alternative chromatin contact
map generated by Promoter-Capture Hi-C (PCHi-C; (48)).
PCHi-C identifies interactions spanning from 10 kb to >10
Mb between two promoters (P–P) or between a promoter
and a non-promoter (‘other end’) region (P-O; Supp. File
1). In the subnetwork of PCHi-C chromatin fragments that
contain at least one WT origin (PCHi-C-ORI), ∼80% of the
interactions were established within the same TAD, while
the remaining 20% reflected inter-TAD links. The distribu-
tion of distances spanned by contacts in PCHi-C-ORI con-
firms the presence of a subset of long-range interactions
(Supplementary Figure S8C; for a graphical representation,
see Supplementary Figure S8D). As expected, origin effi-
ciency was assortative in the PCHi-C P–P subnetwork (Sup-
plementary Figure S8E).

We next analyzed a TAD-based contact network derived
from VOCHi-C in which TAD efficiency was estimated
as the average efficiency of the origins contained in them
(Figure 6A). Remarkably, TAD efficiency was also assor-
tative (TAD-OriEfAs = 0.25, with randomized values in
the –0.03–0.1 range). TADs are numbered consecutively ac-
cording to their linear position along chromosomes (47),
so the highlighted network fragment (Figure 6A, middle
panel) represents an example of non-adjacent, interacting
TADs. We next checked whether origins located in different
TADs that interact in 3D displayed similar timing of repli-
cation. Both VOCHi-C and PCHi-C-ORI networks dis-
played remarkable assortativity values of replication tim-
ing (RTAs = 0.57 and 0.46, respectively). The difference in
RT between pairs of contacting regions in VOCHi-C was
much smaller than the expected values for randomly cho-
sen genomic regions, independently of the contacts being
inter- or intra-TAD (Figure 6B; Supplementary Table S4).
This result holds true when the random pairs of origins
were taken exclusively from the A or B compartments, sug-
gesting that the effect is not entirely explained by uniform
RT values within each compartment. Origin efficiency was
also assortative on compartment-specific subnetworks de-
rived from VOCHi-C (Supplementary Figure S9). Taken to-
gether, these analyses suggest that interacting origins tend
to fire with similar efficiencies across the cell population,
and replicate synchronously regardless of whether they be-
long to the same TAD or separate TADs.

DISCUSSION

The activation of ‘dormant’ replication origins in response
to stress is a central mechanism to maintain genomic sta-
bility in mammalian cells (32,33). Despite this fact, the
characteristics and regulation of stress-responsive origins
are still not completely understood. In this study, we have
compared the activity of mESC replication origins in con-
trol conditions or under situations of mild RS induced by
APH or CDC6 overexpression. As expected for a DNA
polymerase inhibitor, APH slowed down fork progression
and triggered a higher frequency of origin activation. In
turn, the positive effect of CDC6 overexpression on ori-
gin firing is likely caused by the enhanced recruitment of
origin-activating factors to the DNA (62). In this regard,

we note that CDC6 overexpression did neither induce ori-
gin re-firing nor DNA over-replication, in agreement with
our previous observations that these effects require simulta-
neous CDC6 and CDT1 deregulation in mouse ESCs and
tissues (35,53). The intersection of WT, APH and CDC6
origin datasets hinted at the existence of thousands of stress-
responsive origins in the genome of mESCs. However, these
responsive origins were also active in a smaller fraction of
the cell population in the unchallenged S phase. Therefore,
we propose that the main response to stress at the origin
level does not consist in the selection of new initiation sites
that were completely dormant, but in the modulation of the
activity of pre-existing origins. It remains possible, however,
that under conditions of stronger RS, a more extensive cel-
lular response involving SIRT1 deacetylase may trigger the
activation of otherwise silent origins, as recently shown in
human somatic cancer cells (9).

Recent studies indicate that the selection of initiation sites
has a marked stochastic component: potential origins are
located at preferred genomic sites and each one has a given
probability of activation. Stochastic origin activity was first
described in unicellular yeasts (63,64) and has been sup-
ported by the technically groundbreaking optical mapping
of initiation sites in mammalian cells, which suggests that
even the most efficient origins are active in a fraction of the
total cells (21). Our new data of the regulation of mESC
initiation sites in response to RS also reflects a partially
stochastic behavior. Common origins, i.e. those experimen-
tally identified in every condition, are amongst the most effi-
cient initiation sites and likely share characteristics with the
human ‘core origins’ whose high activity is observed across
different cell types (7). In turn, stress-responsive origins are
initially used in a smaller fraction of cells but upon fork
slowdown have extra time to be activated. We emphasize
that the classical view of dormant origins as potential ini-
tiation sites that remain silent in the unchallenged S phase
is still valid for individual cells, but they cannot be detected
by SNS-Seq assays that compile data from millions of cells
analyzed simultaneously (see model in Figure 7). Respon-
sive origins could be found in every efficiency quantile, in
line with the observation that even the most efficient ori-
gins in human cells can be further stimulated upon mild
RS induced by hydroxyurea (12). This study and ours have
reached consistent conclusions about stress-responsive ori-
gin activation, despite having used different cell types, RS-
inducing drugs, origin mapping methods and efficiency cal-
culation algorithms.

The most efficient origins in mESCs colocalized with
chromatin features characteristic of active promoters, while
the chromatin marks that correlate with the elongating
form of RNAPII were amongst the least-enriched features.
This may reflect evolutionary pressure to avoid or mini-
mize transcription-replication conflicts. In this regard, it has
been recently reported that RNA polymerase II may drive
chromatin-bound MCM complexes to non-transcribed re-
gions of the genome (65). Another hint of the pressure
to separate both processes is that the fraction of mam-
malian origins functionally conserved in avian cells is 2–3-
fold higher among those associated with CGI and TSS than
in the rest (26).

Our study addresses how origin activation is influenced
by the number of contacts established between chromatin
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Figure 6. Interacting origins display similar efficiency and RT across a range of chromatin scales. (A) Left panel shows a subset of a TAD interaction
network in which a yellow to red gradient in node color represents increasing origin efficiency (averaged within each TAD). Center panel shows a zoomed-
in fragment of the network, in which the TAD identity of individual nodes is indicated. Right panel shows the origin interaction network within each
TAD. In this case, node color represents origin efficiency. (B) Box plots show the RT difference between the indicated types of contacts within VOCHi-C.
While all comparisons are significant (P < 10−16, Wilcoxon), the differences in RT between inter-TAD, intra-TAD or all origins are much smaller than for
randomized regions taken from the entire network or specifically from the A and B compartments (Supplementary Table S4).

fragments containing origins. We find that highly effi-
cient origins tend to establish multiple connections be-
tween them, while lower efficiency origins establish fewer
or no connections with other origin-containing chromatin
regions. We are aware of an interesting precedent in which
the application of graph theory to the analysis of Hi-C data
led to the notion that ‘master replication origins’ are lo-
cated at loci of maximal network centrality (66). We show
here that the positive correlation between 3D connectivity
and origin efficiency is also observed in subnetworks devoid
of promoter nodes, suggesting that this correlation cannot
solely be explained by the frequent overlap of origins with
highly connected promoters. Furthermore, we report that
origin efficiency and replication timing are assortative in
three chromatin interaction networks (VOCHi-C, VPCHi-
C and PCHi-C) that are different in terms of node number,
fragment sizes, and number of interactions. Positive assor-
tativity indicates that interacting origins tend to be activated
with similar frequencies and replicated at the same time in
S phase.

The abundance of origin-origin contacts supports the ex-
istence of DNA replication factories, a classic model for
replication units in which clusters of origins are arranged

in physical proximity while inter-origin DNA is looped out
(36,67). This architectural arrangement is facilitated by co-
hesin (68) and likely creates a favorable environment for the
local concentration of origin-binding and origin-activating
proteins. While replication factories are frequently repre-
sented as groups of origins that occupy adjacent positions
along a chromosome and likely belong to a same chro-
mosome structural unit, our analyses indicate that a large
number of origin-origin contacts span very long distances,
bridging together non-adjacent TADs. Although the corre-
lations between initiation zones and TAD boundaries may
not be identical in all cell types (69), a recent study us-
ing super-resolution optical imaging of replication foci has
proposed that efficient origins are located at the periph-
ery of TADs and could mediate inter-TAD contacts (70).
Additional support for the strong association between 3D
chromatin contacts and origin activation can be inferred
from the delocalization of high-efficiency initiation zones
when the cohesin-mediated loop extrusion mechanism is
impaired (71).

Further analyses with chromatin network theory will
shed additional light into the many interesting phenomena
underlying the 3D organization of the DNA replication pro-
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Figure 7. Schematic model representing the linear arrangement of a group of origins in a chromosomal fragment and how they may fold into 3D chromatin
structure in different cells. On average, efficient origins tend to form connected hubs in the nucleus. See text for details.

cess, e.g. how the clustering of origins with promoters in-
fluences the RT program (72); how 3D genomic organiza-
tion affects chromosome fragility (73); how RT is linked to
the accumulation of mutations and copy number variations
that determine the evolvability of specific genomic regions
(74,75); and how origin activity and RT influence the fre-
quency of oncogenic chromosomal translocations (76).
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